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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale.—»Daring the past ten years, many studies have been 
made in the field of mathematics education. These studies have 
greatly influenced and Improved the mathematics curriculum. Some 
of these studies were efforts to advance national reputation In this 
technical and scientific age. 
The present mathematics curriculum, throughout the United States, 
is in a state of disorganisation. The current interest in the 
mathematics curriculum has brought many professional educators In 
close contact with the high school curriculum. New pro grans have been 
suggested and new materials are being provided. One major problem 
remaining to be answered is, how can the new mathematics curriculum be 
translated Into an effective mathematics program In the secondary 
school. 
The decisions of the groups involved in revising the mathematics 
curriculum have aided the cause of implementing these programs in the 
secondary school through their publicity. There is a continual need 
to provide information to both mathematics teachers and administrators 
In the secondary school. The Commission on Mathematics of the College 




"Program for College Preparatory Mathematics" and "Appendices." 
There is a need for the administrators and teachers to know which 
changes being proposed for secondary school mathematics are essential. 
The orientation of teachers and administrators to the proposed cur¬ 
riculum changes and the development of new mathematics curricula 
materials, by such groups as the "School Mathematics Study Groups," 
3 
is not sufficient.'' 
W. Eugene Ferguson has outlined eight points in the implementation 
of a new mathematics program for the secondary school in the pamphlet, 
The Revolution in School Mathematics.^ These points aret (1) re¬ 
cognition by school authorities of the need for a new mathematics 
program) (2) adequate preparation of teachers in the mathematics now 
being taught for the first time in secondary schools) (3) selection of 
a new program) (U) selection of students for the program) ($) In¬ 
forming parents about the new program) (6) informing other members of 
the school system about the new program and its implications for the 
mathematics program K-12) (7) continuation of teacher preparation for 
carrying the new program to higher and lower grades and (8) permission 
 Ï  
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, "Program for College Pre¬ 
paratory Mathematics" (New York» College Entrance Examination Board, 
19*9). 
2 
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, "Appendices" (New Yorki 
College Entrance Examination Board, 19*9). 
3 
J. P. Leonard, Developing the Secondary School Curriculum (New 
York» Rinehart and Company, 2nc., 19*8), p. 3. 
u 
A Report of Regional Orientation Conferences in Mathenatics, "The 
Revolution in School Mathematics" (Washington» National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, 1961), p. 38. 
3 
for adequate tine and compensation to carry on the new program year 
after year. 
A major responsibility of the secondary school is to provide 
educational experiences that offer opportunities for each individual 
student to develop in a manner that will assure his greatest happiness 
and success in a complex and ever-changing society. Mere mastery of 
subjects prescribed in a regular course of study though important, 
does not fulfill the responsibility for developing social eonpetenee 
in students. Students should be offered experiences which will enrich 
their abilities, appreciations and attitudes.^- 
In order for teaching to be effective, teachers should be well 
prepared to help students attain the goals of the mathematics cur¬ 
riculum. The most effective teacher is one who keeps his planning 
and instruction in tune with the useful and constructive findings of 
education. 
The building of this seems to be one of the most important 
problems in today's education. For this reason, the National Education 
Association, Department of Classroom Teachers and the American Educa¬ 
tional Research Association have joined together to produce a series of 
2 pamphlets on "What Research Says to The Teacher." 
Ï 
Kenneth L. Brown, "Research in Teaching High School Mathematics, " 
The Mathematics Teacher, LI (December, 1958), pp. 59U-95. 
5 
American Educational Research Association, Teaching High-School 
Mathematics, A Report Prepared by the Department of Classroom Teachers 
of the National Education Association (Washington* American Educational 
Research Association, 1955), p. 1. 
k 
Finally, improvement in mathematics teaching depends upon the extent 
to which teachers identify their crucial problems and coordinate effects 
to solve them* 
Evolution of the problem*—The problem of this study grew out of 
the school situation of the writer, who is presently a teacher of a tenth 
grade class of students who have been classified as academically able 
students* Through these experiences, the writer attempts to determine if 
there is a significant difference between these students of high and low 
mental abilities in mathematical achievement, home status and attendance 
as revealed by pupils' test scores and documentary analysis of available 
records. 
Contribution to educational knowledge»—The writer hopes that as a 
result of this study, the local s chool administration and faculty will 
be provided with objective data which can be utilized in helping students 
find their place in the school* It is hoped that the findings and in¬ 
terpretations of this study will result in an increased understanding on 
the part of those who are responsible for the education of boys and 
girls* 
Statement of the problem,--The problem of this study was to test 
the hypothesis that home status and attendance have no relationship to 
mental ability and achievement of mathematics in a tenth grade class* 
Limitation of the problem.—-This problem was limited to two sections 
of tenth grade students, of the Dennis Fulton Douglass High School, 
Montezuma, Georgia. It was limited to the results obtained from the fol¬ 
lowing testes 
1. California Test of Mental Maturity 
2. California Achievement Tests 
3. The American Home Scale 
ij. Sequential Test of Educational Progress 
Purpose of the study,-—The major purpose of this study was to ascer¬ 
tain if there is a statistical significance between mental ability, 
achievement in mathematics, attendance and home status. More specific 
purposes of this study were tos 
1, Identify the mental abilities and mathematical achievement 
of two tenth grade classes in the D. F. Douglass High 
School, Montesnana, Georgia, by administration of the 
California Test of Mental Maturity and the California 
Achievement Test. 
2. Ascertain the home status of these children by administering 
the American Home Scale Inventory to the parents. 
3» Ascertain the attendance records of these children for the 
previous five years by analysing the available records. 
U. Discover the relationship, if any, between mental ability, 
achievement, attendance and home status. 
f>. Derive from the data findings and implications, if any, 
which might prove fruitful for the improvement of the 
teaching-learning situation. 
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used in this study are 
defined belowt 
1. "Mental ability," refers to the ability as measured by 
the California Test of Mental Maturity.1 
2. "Mathematical Achievement," refers to the proficiency 
attainment of skills as measured by the Sequential Test 
of Educational Progress.2 
Carter V. Good. Dictionary of Education (New York» McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 191*5 ), p. 201. 
2 
3. "Attendance Record", refers to the accumulative data 
relative to the attendance of pupils. 
U. "Curriculum", refers to all the teaching-learning ex¬ 
periences In and out of the classroom for ■which this 
school Is responsible* 
5>. "Home Status", refers to the rating of home as measured 
by the American Home Scale. 
Locale and period of study*—This study vas conducted at the Dennis 
Fulton Douglas High School, Montezuma, Georgia, during the first 
semester of the school year, 1963-6i*. 
Method of research.—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, 
utilising standardised test scores, was used to collect the necessary 
data for this study* 
Description of the subjects.—The subjects used in this study were 
two sections of the tenth grade of the Dennis Fulton Douglas High 
School, Montezuma, Georgia. The "able" and "slow" sections were 
utilized* 
Method of procedure.—The procedural steps used in conducting 
this study were as follows « 
1* The investigator secured permission to conduct this study 
from the proper school officials* 
2. The investigator surveyed pertinent literature related to 
the study and presented it in a summarized form. 
3* The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered 
to obtain the mental ability* 
U* Scores from sections of the California Achievement Test 
were used to determine the achievement level of the students* 
7 
5. The Sequential Test of Educational Progress waa administered 
to determine the students mathematical achievement* 
6* Administered the Home-Status Test to parents to determine 
the type of homes these students came from* 
7. Secured the attendance records of students for the past five 
years to determine the aberage daily attendance of these 
students* 
8* Information obtained from tests was assembled in appropriate 
tables anchor graphical representations* 
9* Data was statistically treated by use of an analysis of 
variable and co-variable* 
10* The findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations 
are presented in the finished thesis copy* 
Review of literature*—The present-day concern with regard to the 
secondary school mathematics curriculum has resulted from the con¬ 
sideration to provide new procedures for developing fundamental 
mathematical concepts, and the understanding of these procedures to 
improve the usefulness of mathematics* 
The findings of Kenneth E. Brown reveal the implications for the 
improvement of instructional procedures* He stated that there is a need 
for the grouping of children according to their abilities, interests, 
and aptitudes* That, to place "slow learners’* in a class with "gifted* 
Is certainly undemocratic, and that it is equally undemocratic to place 
the "gifted* students in average mathematics classes.* 
The education of the United States aspires for uniqueness in its 
attempt to provide for all children who have a potential for some kind 
of learning. Hence, their teachers are therefore faoed with the 
Kenneth E. Brown, "Research in Teaching High School Mathematics," 
The Mathematics Teacher* LI (November, 1<?£8), U93* 
8 
undertaking to provide adequate instruction for the gifted, the average 
and the slow learner all within the same class. The achievement of any 
one of theee groups would probably fall below their eapacity.* 
The findings of Abmann and Glack state that* 
The primary purpose of achievement evaluation is to 
determine the degree to which students have achieved educa¬ 
tional objectives. The most prominent ones are those per¬ 
taining to the mastery of specific facts and general 
principles related to the subject matter, A teacher may wish to 
know how well a student can perform fundamental operations. To 
do this adequately, the standardized achievement test is of 
great value. 
Increasing emphasis is being given to the significance of the 
mathematics curriculum as a substantial part of our culture in a rapidly 
changing society. As a consequence, the opinions of both lay and pro¬ 
fessional citizens have become much concerned over the instructional 
practices that have characterized the present curriculum, Debon and 
Goedicke state that! 
The changes of mathematics has grown rapidly, as result of 
the launching of the first Soviet Sputnik, This was a definite 
need for reorganization of modern science programs. The original 
modem science is nearly three centuries old) not until recently 
has it made so deep and lasting and ingression on civilization,^ 
The report of the Comission on Mathematics reveals the following! 
Many teachers are already convinced that a reorganization 
of the curriculum is long overdue. These teachers wish to bring 
1 
Evelyn L. Cone, "Differences Manifested by Students and Teachers 
of Mathematics in Certain Verbals and Quantati^es Skills" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1957), 
2 
J. Stanley Abmaim and Marvin D. Glack, Evaluating Public Growth 
(Boston! Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959)* p. 319. 
3 
Carl H. Deribow and Victor Goedicke, Foundations of Mathematics 
(New Yorkt H|rper and Brothers, 1959), p, 16. 
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bheir programs and their teachings up to high standards. 
Teachers who want to keep abreast of development in their 
fields often seek courses during summer months. Unfortunately 
the secondary mathematics teacher who turns to a university 
for such work finds little to choose between two extremes* 
(1) courses on methods offered by the department of education 
and (2) courses in mathematics designed for students preparing 
for research. Neither of these meet the teacher's needs.1 
Albert E. Meder, Jr. describes the Mathematics Curriculum of the 
secondary school, as stated below* 
The traditionally secondary curriculum in mathematics is 
made up of elementary algebra, plane geometry, intermediate 
algebra, consist almost entirely of the mathematic a developed 
over 300 years ago, gradually introduced into the school over 
the past 1#> years and crystallized into essentially its 
present form approximately sixty years ago. The subject matter 
ms chosen and the presentation organized in accordance with 
an attitude toward mathematics what is noir antiquated and has 
been discarded by present-day working mathematicians. The 
curriculum contains much obso lete material and instead of being 
orientated to the needs of second half of the twentieth century, 
it is designed to meet the needs of science and technology as 
existed some seventy-five years ago. It constitutes a very slow, 
ineffective introduction to modern mathematics.2 
The findings of the Committee of Ten revealed that* 
A radical change in the teaching of mathematics was 
necessary. The subcommittee on mathematics recommended that 
a course in concrete geometry be introduced into the grammar 
school and that systematic algebra should be begun at the 
age of fourteen. The Committee suggested that demon¬ 
strative geometry should follow the first year algebra, that 
it should be taught along with algebra for the next two years. 
Special emphasis was to be placed on literal as well as 
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, Implementation* «The 
Vital Role of Teacher Education,” Program for College Preparatory 
Mathematics (New York* College Entrance Examination Board, May, 195>9), 
pp. 50-51. 
2 
Albert E. Meder, Jr., “Proposal of the Commission on Mathematics 
of the College Entrance Examination Board,n The Bulletin of the National 
Association of Secondary School Principals, XLIII, No. 2i*7 (May, 1959), 
p. 19. 
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numerical coefficient. The Committee suggested that students 
who are not planning to attend college might, after the first 
year of a! gébra, turn to bookkeeping or other technical parts 
of arithmetic. 
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics is a group which 
propose to promote interest in mathematics especially in the elementary 
and secondary fields by means of * 
1. The holding of meetings for the presentation and 
discussion of papers. 
2. The publication of three journals and of books, papers 
and reports for the purpose of coordinating mathematic 
knowledge. 
3. The promotion of local organizations of teachers of 
mathematics. 
H. The promotion of investigations for the purpose of im¬ 
proving the teaching of elementary and secondary school 
mathematics.2 
In the book by Eves and Newsom, the findings show that* 
The origin of what is called modem mathematics can be 
traced to the pioneering efforts of Qaus, Bolyai, Lobachenski 
and Riemann. The modern mathematics places emphasis on the 
necessity for clear distinction between that which must 
remain defined and that which must remain undefined. It 
recognized that concepts and terms are defined through the use 
of other concepts and terms. The experience of the individual 
usually serves as the basic orientation for the specification 
of such undefined elements and the selection of fundamental 
postulates. Thus, the modem point of view concerning mathe¬ 
matics is that it is a creation of man’s Intellect, its 
distinctive structure being shortened tycertain basic postulates. 
 1  
Report of the Committee of Ten on Secondary School Subjects 
(New York)* American Book Company, 189U), pp. 10*>-107. 
2 
Charles F. Butler and F. Lynwood Wren, The Teaching of Secondary 
Mathematics (3rd ed.j New York* McGraw-Hill Book (So., fnc., 19^0), 
p. 21. 
Howard Eves and Carroll V. Newsom, An Introduction to the Foundation 
and Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics (Now York* Rinehart & Co.. Inc.. 
1^8), p. 86. 
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The writing in 195k, under the title, "The Impact of Modern 
Mathematics," Maelane said: 
The lively modern development of mathematics has had no 
impact on the content or on the presentation of secondary 
school mathematics. Algebra and geometry, as covered in 
schools consist exclusively of ideas already well known 
two-hundred or more years ago—many of than two-thousands 
years ago. It was stated that no matter how well these ideas 
are taught to more and more pupils, their presentation leaves 
school mathematics In a state far more, antiquarian than that 
of any other part of the curriculum. 
Powell states that: 
The improvement in mathematics curriculum and teaching 
will depend upon the extent to which we identify the problem 
and coordinate our efforts to solve them, and make the results 
known to other classroom teachers. 
The challenge to American education is greater than the impact 
of the remarkable scientific and technological upsurge evident in 
Russia. The real challenge is in the revolutionary stride man has made 
in extending control over his environment.^ This advancement is 
essentially due to the application of science to technology and the 
consequent organization and industrialization of the American society. 
Mathematics has an important role to play in this process. The 
twentieth century has been the golden age of mathematics; far more 
 1  
Saunder Maelane, "The Impact of Modern Mathematics, " Bulletin of 
National Association of Secondary-School Principles. XL I- No. 2k$ 
(jfovesfcer, 195k), 23. = * 
2 
William Powell, Jr,, "The Relative Effectiveness of Two Techniques 
of Teaoher Assignment in Algebra" (unpublished Master’s thesis, Sehool 
of Education, Atlanta University, 1959). 
3 
Mathematics and Science Education in U. S. Public School. U. S. 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education 
Circular, No. 533 (1958). 
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theoretical mathematics and applied mathematics have been created in 
this time than any previous period in history. 
Probability and statistical inference have important applications 
to all phases of the physical and blologieal sciences, behavioral 
sciences, and engineering. Linear programming, dating from 19U8, aids 
in large-scale industrial and governmental operations. Operational 
research and quality control employ statistical techniques vhich are 
important to many industries* 
Automation has necessitated the use of many mathematical and 
analytical procedures necessary to solve, design, and develop problems. 
Computers now solve in seconds or minutes problems which once would 
have taken days, weeks or months. These automatic digital computing 
machines make it possible, when teamed with mathematical theory, to 
1 
solve many problems required by physicist and other scientist. 
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Committee 
on the Undergraduate Program, have proposed a minimisa program for the 
updating of teacher certification. This program includes both college 
and high school preparation in mathematics. The proposed program is 
as follows* one year of oollege algebra, trigonometry, analytical 
geometry, modern algebra, modern geometry, probability and statistics, 
advanced calculus, theory ef equations and three years of high school 
mathematics, 
 Ï  
G. Bailey Price, "The Revolution in School Mathematics," Progress 
in Mathematics Mid Its Implication for the School, Report of Regional " 
Oreintation Conferences in Mathematics, National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (1961), pp, 1-10, 
13 
To meet the challenge of our age, we need more and better trained 
teachers if pupils are to be inspired with the creative sense of 
adventure and the increasing opportunities which should encourage them 
to explore wider vistas of knowledge. 
Today, the trend has changed. Mathematics is taught in terms of 
meanings, understandings and generalisations. It is concerned with 
needs, interests, responses, and the life outside of school. It is 
conceived of as having two aspects, social and mathematical. As a 
result, both theory and classroom practices in the teaching of mathe¬ 
matics have been greatly modified in order to meet the demands of 
modern living. The theory supporting this modern view is called the 
"meaning theory. 
Theories of arithmetic instruction are classified as follows! 
drill, incidental learning, and "meaning theory." The oldest of the 
2 
three is sometimes called the "drill theory." It is based on the 
belief that the mastery of arithmetical computational skills and re¬ 
tention or repetition of the facts and procedures of the "fundamental 
operations" is the basic goal of arithmetic teaching. Associated with 
the drill theory is the use of flash cards, the repetition of a rather 
large number of exercises which follow a pattern explained in an 
"exercise" or an "example," often placed at the beginning of "problems" 
in the textbooks. 
 1  
G. T. Buswell, "The Psychology of Learning in Relation to the 
Teaching of Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fifteenth Yearbook, 
Part II (Chicago» 19£l), p. Hit. 
2 
Ibid., p. 1U7. 
Ht 
A second theory is referred to as the ”incidental learning 
theory.”1 It has never been quite as popular as the drill theory, nor 
as widespread. It is based on the idea that mathematical experiences 
should be integrated or correlated and related to real life situations. 
In this approach the teacher and pupils as they gain experiences, will 
utilise whatever needs, interest, and problems which arise and which 
have numbemess involved in them for purposes of gaining additional 
knowledge and usage of numbers. To further explain this theory of 
incidental-learning, the theory holds that there should be no attempt 
on the part of the teacher to introduce any mathematical experiences for 
the purpose of developing skills or understanding. A strict interpre¬ 
tation of this theory, the learner meets only those nariber situations 
for which he has an immediate need in the classroom or elsewhere. 
Modern educators are accepting a third theory of mathematics 
2 commonly referred to as the "meaning theory” of mathematics teaching. 
In this approach, it is believed that, while arithmetic is certainly 
concerned with development of skills in confutation, the major concern 
is with how much, how many, what part, and with understanding the 
meaning of the number system. The prime concern is in seeing meaning 
in nanber relations, and understanding these relations. 
The ''Meaning Theory” holds that to learn means to see how something 
 Ï  
Charles F. Howard and Enoch Dumas, Basic Procedures in Teaching 
Arithmetic (Boston* D. C. Heath and Company, 1963), P* Ÿi* 
§ 
C. Newton Stokes, Teaching the Meaning of Arithmetic (New York* 
Appleton-Century-Crofts,~înc,, 1951 p. lu ' 
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works, and involve» relating present experiences to previous ex¬ 
periences) that is, learning is personal because each thing learned 
depends on other things which are known. 
There are two principles which seem generally accepted in math¬ 
ematics education but which need to be more thoroughly related in both 
1 
teaching and curriculum planning as stated by Phillip S. Jones, 
1, Mathematics should be taught with an emphasis 
upon meaning and understanding that should in general 
precede practioe and largely replace mere rote learning, 
2 
Meaning and understandings are not acquired instanta¬ 
neously or completely at any one time but grow, develop, 
and expand within the student as he has repeated or 
•spiraled’ experiences with ideas and their applications. 
This latter principle does not deny the existence of the sudden 
perception or flash of insight which is one of the joys of mathematics 
learning and teaching, but implies that insight comes only to those 
who have thoughtfully struggled to extend or apply concepts already 
partially understood. 
In both new generalizations and new specific cases or applications, 
it is important that the student be deliberately led to see the con¬ 
tinuing mathematical theme—the general principle which was met earlier 
and now is being extended or applied. 
The Measurement of Intelligence 
The measurement of intelligence has been given much consideration 
by authorities. This section will relate only the significant facts 
 Ï  
Normal L. Mann, Psychology (New York» American Book Company, 
1951), p, 509. 
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about the nature and measurement of intelligence» 
The first scale of intelligence was developed by Binet and Simon,^ 
who wished simply to show that it is possible to determine in a 
precise and truly scientific way the mental level of intelligence in 
comparison with a normal level, and consequently, to determine the 
number of years a child is retarded or accelerated . The scale was 
comprised of tests arranged from the simpliest to the most complex. 
A review of related literature reveals that there is a definite re¬ 
lationship between Intelligence and achievement» 
Implications from various studies reveal that a person's ability 
in any intellectual task depends upon his native capacity and upon 
the acquired information and skills which may influence hie per¬ 
formance. A further implication is that the effect of education is 
not to change directly or to modify the growth of capacity, but only 
to give the subject useful information, techniques, methods of wsrks 
and the like» 
The factors that really add to proficiency are facts, skills and 
. 2 
techniques» They are highly subtle to each other. 
The Measurement of Achievement 
The measurement of achievement as stated by Martin and Steadier, 
in discussing the uniformity of growth and achievement of children 
 j  
Buckingham, Evaluation of Learning in Arithmetic, " Arithmetic in 
General Education. Sixteenth yearbook of the National Council of 





American school at the present tine de not take into 
account individual growth ratios. They still tend to 
coopéré an individual with his growth average, rather than 
hie own growth pattern. They ale© compare children school 
achievement feme, but growth end achievement ie net uniform 
for ell individual, ner do they proceed in a straight lino.1 
The achievement test are designed to measure inf emotion and 
understanding which the student acquires from the study at content. 
Such a test should be based wholly upen what the student studies. The 
performances upon an achievement test reflect the intelligence of the 
pupils industry, the firmness of the curriculum, end the quality ef 
teaching. However, its primary function la tc particular measure the 
study of a particular subject. 
Summary of related literature. —The present concern with regard 
te the education ef the secondary school has resulted in the con¬ 
sideration that focused our attention upon the learning opportunities 
of the student. 
The mathematics program should be one intelligently organised for 
working with every youngster where he ie and helping him te move ahead 
confidently and completely from there. Teachers and administrators 
recognise the feet that mathematics must be a continuous process. 
Implications from several reports conclude that the gasd per¬ 
formance ef teachers can be aeoerded in many intangible ways. The 
distinct and high levai ef expectation focused on teaching should give 
an imperative desire te insure appropriate learning opportunities at 
x 
1 "" '   1"”' " 
William H. Martin & Cecils Stender, Child De elopmsnt (Hew 
Yarki McGraw-Hill Beak Ce., 1950), p. 53» 
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all times* 
Mathematics as a newer concept in education is designed to help 
boys and girls understand themselves, to participate intelligently in 
community and public-affairs, to build a set of values that will con¬ 
stitute a design for living, to take a social responsibility and pro¬ 
ductive part in the world of work* 
In conclusion, teachers and administrators need to find intangible 
methods of instruction if our society is to survive and give strength 
and flexibility required to meet the needs of all youth in a changing 
society* 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS m INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
Introduction.--The purpose of this chapter is to present, 
analyse and interpret the data collected in the pursuit of this 
study. The major objectives of the study were to determine the 
relationships that exist, if any, between? (1) Mental Ability; 
(2) Attendance; (3) Hone Status; sad (h) Mathematical Achievement 
of two sections of the tenth grade class in the D. F. Douglas High 
School, Montezuma, GeorgLs. 
The data far this study mare collected in four testing periods 
(October, 1963). This was the beginning of the second six-weeks of 
the school year. During this period His following taste were 
ads&niafceredt 
1. The California Mental Maturity Teat 
2. The California Achievement Test 
3* The Sequential Test for Educational Proficiency 
lu The American Home Seale 
The sources and treatment of the data are organised under the 
following captions: 
1. Data on the relationship of the Mental Abilities between 
the subjects 




3* Data on the relationship of the Home Status between the 
subjecta 
k« Data on the relationship of the Mathematical Achievement 
between the subject® 
5* Data on the relationship between the daily attendance be¬ 
tween the subjects 
The discussion of data pertinent to this research will follow 
the order of the captions with their respective sub-divisions es 
listed above. 
The California Mental Maturity Test (Language Quotients).— 
The data on the total language component of the California Mental 
Maturity Test for the twenty-five pupils in Group X and the twenty- 
five pupils in Group T enrolled in the tenth grade of the Douglass 
High School, Montesuma, Georgia, 1963-1961* are presented in Table 1, 
page 21. 
Group X - The scores on the total language component, ranged 
from a low of 6$ to a high of 102, with a mean of 79.0U, a median 
of 82.00, a standard deviation of 9.90, a standard error of 1.98. 
Group X - The scores an the total language congranent ranged 
from a low of 65 to a high of 88, with a mean score of 75.37, a 
median of 76.77, a standard deviation of 6.05, « standard error 
of 1*21. Hence, Table 1 shows that 6 or 2k per cent of the sub¬ 
jects scored above the moan, 8 or 32 per cent below the mean, and 11 
or UU per cent of them scored within the mean class-interval. The 
mean seers of 75.37 indies ted a percentile index of 10. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicated that 
these subjects did not come up to the norm of 103 of the California 
a 
TABLE 1 
TBS DISTRIBÜTICR OF LANGUAGE QUOTIEHTS ON THE CALIFORNIA 
TEST OF NaiTAL MATURITY FOR TWO GROUPS 
Scores 
Group X Group T 
Number Fsr Cent KWher Bar Cent 
105-109 0 0.00 0 0.00 
100-101* 2 8.00 0 0.00 
95- 99 2 8.00 0 0.00 
90- 91* 3 12.00 1 1*.00 
85- 89 3 12.00 2 8.00 
80- 81* 1* 16.00 3 12.00 
75-79 6 alt.oo 11 111* .00 
70- 71* 3 12.00 3 12.00 
65-69 2 8.00 5 20.00 
6o- 61* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 79.01* Mean 75.1*0 ♦ (-03)- 75.3* 
Median 82.00 Median 76.77 
S.D* 9.90 SJ>. 6.05 
S.E. 1.98 S.E. 1.21 
Achievement Test or err an up to a "norm of expectancy" -which MI 
arbitrarily set at 90. 
The California Mental Maturity Test (Non-Tarnguage).—The data 
an the total non-language component of tbs California Mental Maturity 
Test for the twenty-five pupils in Group X «ad the twenty-five pupils 
in Croup T enrolled In the tenth grade of the Douglass Hi?* School , 
Montezuma, Géorgie, 1963-1961* are pare sent ed in Table 2, page 22. 
Group X - The scores on the total non-language component ranged 
from a low of 65 to e high of 102, with e mean of 78.81*, a median of 
22 
TABU? 2 
RON-LANGUAGE ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF RENTAL 
MATURITY FOR TWO OHOÏÏFR 
Group X Group Y 
scores Number PWr Cent Par Cant 
10?-109 1 b.00 0 0.00 
100-lOb 1 b.00 0 0.00 
95- 99 1 b.00 1 b.00 
90- 9b b 16.00 0 0.00 
85- 89 2 8.00 1 b.00 
80- 8b 2 8.00 1 b.00 
75-79 7 28.00 6 2b .00 
70-7b b 16.00 5 20.00 
65- 69 3 12.00 6 2b .00 
60- 6b 0 0.00 5 20.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 78.8b Mean 71.80 
Median 75.a Median 77.5b 
S.D, lb.05 S.D. lb .bo 
3.E. 2.81 S.I. 2.88 
75*21, a standard deviation of lb.05* a standard error of 2.8l. 
Table 2 shows that 11 or bb per east of the class was above the 
naan, 7 or 28 per cent of then scored below the mean, and 7 or 26 
per cent ef then scored within the mean class-interval. The mean 
score of 78.8b indicated s percentile index of 20. 
Group Y - The scores on the total atm-language coononent ranged 
frm a lew ef 62-96, with a mean score of 71*60, s median of 77.$), 
e standard deviation of Ib.bO, a standard error of 2.88. Hence, 
Table 2 shows that 9 cr 36 per cent ef the subjects scored above the 
mean, Il or 1*1* per cent below the mem, $ or $0 per cent of them 
seared within the mean class-interval. The mm score of 71.80 
indicated a percentile index of 10. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data Indicated that 
these subjects did not gone up to the nom of 103 of the California 
Mental Maturity Test or oven up to a "nom of expectancy1' which wee 
arbitrarily eat at 90. 
The California Mental Maturity feet (Intelligence Quotients) 
The date on the total Intelligence quotient component of the California 
Mental Maturity Teat for the twenty-floe pupils in Group X a>d ihe 
twenty-five pupils in Group Y enrolled in the tenth grade of the 
Douglas High School, ttoatesua», Georgia, 1963-1961* are presented in 
Table 3, page 21*. 
Group X - The scores on the total Intelligence quotient component 
ranged from a lew ef 72 to a high of 109, with a mean of 33.16, a 
median of 83*07, a standard deviation of 8.66, e standard error of 
1.73. 
Table 3 shews that 7 or 28 per cent of the class was above the 
mean, 11 or hit per cent of them soared below the mean, and 7 or 28 
per cent of them scored within the mean class-interval. The mean 
score of 83.16 indicated a percentile index of 20. 
Group Y - The scores of the Intelligence quotient component 
ranged from a low of 62 to a high of 9h, with a mean score ef 7b.73, 
a median of 70 .13, e standard deviation of 9.17, e standard error 
ef 1.83. Hence, Tabla 3 shows that 7 or 28 per cent of the subjects 
scored above the men, 11* or $6 per cent below the mean, end 1* or 
2h 
Tims 3 
HffiELLIGENCE QUOTIUiTS CM IBS CALIFORNIA Ï23T 
OF mtlAL MATURITY FOR TKB TWO SHOOTS 
Score# 
Group X Group T 
Humber Far Gent Number Mar Cent 
105-109 1 It .00 0 0.00 
100-lDlt 1 It .00 0 0.00 
95-99 0 0.00 0 0.00 
90- 9h 1 It. 00 2 8.00 
85- 89 k 16.00 3 12.00 
80- 8U 7 28.00 2 8.00 
75- T9 9 36.00 It 16.00 
70- 7U 2 8.00 5 20.00 
65- 69 0 0.00 5 20.00 
60- 6U 0 0.00 It 16,00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
A. K. 82.36 
Rang© 33 Range 32 
IUMR rHSNBfl 83.16 Mean 7L.73 
MairH ari 83.07 Median 70.13 
5.B. 8.66 3.D. 9.17 
9«î» 1.73 S.S. 1.83 
16 per cent of the» scored within the zxaa. class-interval • The neen 
score of 74.73 indicated a percentile index of 10. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicated that these 
subjects did not cone up to the nom of 103 of the California Mental 
Maturity Teat or even up to e norm of expectancy" which was arbitrarily 
eet at 90. 
The California Achievement Teat (Mathematics Reasoning) .—The 
data on the total mathematics reasoning component of the California 
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Achievement Test fer the twenty-live pupils la Group X end the twenty- 
five pupils in Group 7 enrolled in the tenth grade of the Dongles 
High School, Montesuma, Géorgie, 1963-196!» ere presented in Table U, 
page 26. 
Group X - The scores on the total mathematics reasoning com¬ 
ponent ranged frets a low of 6.6 to a high of 13.0, Kith e mean of 
8.49, a median of 7*57, a standard deviation of 1.75, a standard 
error of .33. 
Table !» shows that 3 or 32 par east of the class waa above the 
mean, 13 or $2 par cant of them scored below the naan and 1» or 3.6 
per cent of then scored within the mean class-interval. The mean 
score of 8.49 indicated a percentile index of 20. 
Group Y - The scores cm the total mathematics reasoning com¬ 
ponent ranged from a lew of 6.0 to a high of 8.0 with a mena soore 
of 6.83, a median of 6.70, a standard deviation of .55, a standard 
error of 11. Hence, Table 4 shows that 8 or 32 per cent of the 
subjects sewed above the mean, 7 or 28 per cent below the mena, and 
10 or 1»0 per cent of than scored within the mean class-interval. The 
naan mere of 6.83 indicates a percentile Index of 5. 
The analysis rad interpretation of this data indicated that these 
subjects did not earn up ta tas norm of 10.1 of the California Achieve¬ 
ment Test or even up to a "noam of expectancy" which was arbitrarily 
set at 9.0. 
The California Achievement Teat (Mathematics Fundamentals) 
The data cm the mathematics fundamental component of the California 
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T/rar.E 1* 
GWBL~FU£mm m THE nmnumcs PJSASCNIBG COMPOSENT OF 
THE GALXFCRHIà ACHHamMT TEST FCR Bffi TWO 0800!® 
Group X Group T 
Scores Number Per Cent Number Tf¥r Cent 
13.5 * 13.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13.0 - 13.h 1 lj.00 0 0.00 
12.5 - 12.9 0 0.00 0 O.QC 
12.0 - 12.1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.5 - 11.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.0 - ll.lt 2 8.00 0 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 2 8.00 0 o.oc 
10.0 - 10. It 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9.9 1 u.oo 0 0.00 
9.0 - 9.1* 1 U.oo 0 0.00 
8,5 - 8.9 1 U.oo 0 0.00 
8.0 - 8. U h 16.00 2 8.00 
7.5- 7.9 7 28.00 3 12.00 
7.0 - 7,1» 2 8.00 3 12.00 
6.5 - 6.9 k 16.00 10 ho.00 
6.0 - 6.1» 0 0.00 7 28.00 
5.5 - 5.9 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 8.1»9 Kean 6.83 
Median 7.57 Median 6.70 
S.B. 1.75 SJ>. .55 
S.E. .33 S.E. .11 
Achievxsaent Tost for the twenty-five pupil § la Group X mi the twenty- 
five pupil» la Croup T enrolled in the tenth «rade of the Peuplae Ri^i 
School, Montées»», Georgia, 1963-1961» ere presented la Table 5, page 
rr. 
Group X - The scores on the total Hathenatioe fundamental cosnount 
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TABLE 5 
Q8AIE-PLACEMENT CK THE MATHEMATICS FUSEAMEAL CCKKJKEMT OF 
TSE GAUFQ9I1A AOKIETOENT TEST OF THE TWO GROÜTS 
Score® 
Group X Group T 
Ifumber Per Cent Nmrifocsi? Bar Cent 
13.0 - 13 .b 0 C a 00 0 0.00 
12.5 - 12.9 1 b.00 0 0.00 
12.0 - 12 .b 1 b.GO 0 0.00 
11.5 * 11.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.0 - 11. b 0 0.00 0. 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10.0 * 10 .b 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9.9 1 b.oo 0 0.00 
9.0 - 9.b 1 b.00 0 0.00 
8.5 - 8.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
8.0 • 8.b 1 b.00 0 0.00 
7.5 - 7.9 2 8.00 0 0.00 
7.0 - 7Ji 3 12.00 2 8.00 
6.5 * 6.9 8 32.00 8 32.00 
6*0 « 6.b 7 28.00 15 60.00 
5.5 - 5.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Kean 7.7b fWMHl 6.b8 
Median 6.75 Median 5.5b 
S.B. 1.86 S.D. .55 
S.B. .37 S.E. .11 
ranged from a low of 5.9 to a high csf 18,6, with a naan of 7,7b, a 
median of 6.75, • standard deviation of 1,86, a standard error of .37. 
Table 5 shows that 5 or 20 per cent of the elass was above the 
assn, 18 or 72 per eent below the neon, and 2 or 8 per cent of then 
soared within the sen class-interval. The swan score of 7.7b indicated 
a percentile index of 10. 
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Group T - The score# on the total mathematic? fundamental 
component ranged from a la» of 6.0 to • high of 7.U, with a mean acere 
of 6.U8, a median of $.Sk, a standard deviation of .5$, a standard 
error of .11. Hence, Table $ shows that 10 or 1*0 per cent of the 
subjects scored above the naan, 0 or 0.00 par cent below the naan, 
sod 15 or 60 per cent of them scored within the nesa class-interval ♦ 
The mean score of 6.1*8 indicated a percentile lades of 2. 
* .9 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicated that 
these subjects did net come up to the norm of 10.1 of the Calfonsla 
Achievement Test or even up to s "norm of expectancy* which was 
arbitrarily sat at 9.0. 
The California Achievement Test (Total Mathematics) .—The data 
on the total mathematics component of the California Achievement Teat 
for the twenty-five pupils in Group X and the twenty-five pupils in 
Group X enrolled in the tenth grade of the Douglas High School, 
Montesuma, Oeorpia, 1963-196!* ore presented la Table 6, page 29. 
Group X - The scores on the total mathematics component ranged 
from e lew of 6*9 to e high of 12.5, with a mean of 8.71, a median 
of 7.60, o standard deration of 1.65, a standard error of .19. 
Table 6 shows that 1* or 16 par cent of the class was above the 
mean, 16 or 61* per cent of them scored below the mean, and 3 or 12 
per east of them scored within the mean claes-interval • The man 
wore of 8.71 indicated a percentile index of 20. 
Group X - The «cores on the total mathematics component ranged 
frost a low of 5.9 to a high of 7*9, with a mom score of 6.73, a 
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ZABLE 6 
GRADE- PLACEMENT GH THE TOTAL MATHEMATICS OP THE CALIFORNIA 
ACHEBVEKEHT TEST OP THE TWO GROUPS 
Group Z Group T 
Scores Mosher Per Cent Huaber Per Cnt 
13.9 - 13.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13.0 - 13.U 0 0.00 0 0.00 
19.9 - 12.9 1 li .00 0 0.00 
19.0 - 12,li 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.9 - 11.9 1 h»00 0 0.00 
11.0 - ll.ii 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10.9 - 10.9 2 8.00 0 0.00 
10.0 - 10.il 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9.9- 9.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9.0 - ?.ii 1 ii.00 0 0.00 
8.9 - 8.9 1 it. 00 0 0.00 
8.0 - 8.U 3 12.00 0 0.00 
7.9 - 7.9 2 8.00 9 90.00 
7.0 - 7.ii 6 Sli.OO il 16.00 
6.9 — 6.9 8 32.00 7 28.00 
6.0 « 6.]* 0 0.00 8 32.00 
9.9- 9.9 0 0.00 1 il .00 
Total 29 100.00 25 100.00 
Men 8.01 Men 6,73 
Median 7.13 Median 6.71 
S.D. 1.69 S.D. .98 
S.S. .33 S.S. .12 
median of 6.71» • standard deviation of .98, • standard error of 19. 
Home, Tattle 6 shows that 9 or 36 par cant of the subjects scored above 
the non, 9 ear 36 per cent of then below the non, md 7 or 28 per 
cent of then scored within the neon clese-interval. The man score 
of 6.73 indicated a percentile index of 9. 
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The analysis and interpretation of this data Indicates that 
these subjects did not am up to the norm of 10.1 of the California 
Achievement Teat or even up to a "norm of expectancy" which was 
arbitrarily set at 9.0. 
The California Achievement Teat (Reading Vocabulary) .-.The 
data on the total reading vocabulary component of the Californie 
Achievement Teat for the twenty-five pupils la Croup X and the 
twenty-five pupils la Croup X enrolled in the tenth grade of the 
Douglas High Sdhool, Monterons, Georgia, 1963-l$6b are presented 
in Tabla 7* page 31. 
Group X - The scores on the total reading vocabulary component 
ranged from a low of 6.5 to a high of 10.lt, with a mean of 8.76, a 
median of 7*65, a standard deviation of 1.20, a standard error of 
•lb* 
Table 7 chows that 6 or 32 per cent of the class was above the 
mean, 11 or Wt par cent below the mean, and 3 or 12 per cent of them 
scored within the men class-interval. The mean scare of 8.76 
indicated a percentile index of 20. 
Group X - The scores on the total reading vocabulary component 
ranged from a low of 5*9 to a high of 9.6, with a moan 7*65, a median 
of 7»7Bf a standard deviation of .90, a standard error of 18. Renee, 
Table 7 above that 10 or bO per cent of the subjects scored above the 
moan, 11 or bb per cent below the mean, b or 16 par cant of them scared 
within the mean class-interval. The moan more of 7*65 indicated a 
percentile index of 10 
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TABLE 7 
GRADE- 7TACEMEWT GM THE READING VOCABULARY COHERENT 
GH THE CAU7QRMIA ACHIEVEMEHT TEST 
Scores 
Group X Group Y 
Hta&cr ?» Cent Number Par Cant 
11.0 - ll.it 0 0.00 0. 0.00 
10.5 * 10.9 2 8.00 0 0.00 
10.0 * 10.lt 3 12.00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9.9 1 It .00 1 it .00 
9.0 - 9.U 2 8.00 0 0.00 
8.5 - 8.9 3 12.00 2 8.00 
8.0 - 8.U 3 12.00 7 28.00 
7.5 - 7.9 5 20.00 it 16.00 
7.0 - 7.U 5 «G 20.00 5 20.00 
6.5- 6.9 1 it .00 2 8.00 
6.0 - 6.U 0 0.00 3 12.00 
5.5 - 5.9 0 0.00 1 lt.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 8.76 Mean 7.51* .lit * 7.65 
Median 7.65 Median 7.70 
S.D. 1.20 S.D. .90 
S.E. .21* S.E. .18 
Th* analysis and interpretation of this data indicates that 
these subjects did not cone up to the norm of 10*1 of the California 
Achievement Tost or even up to a "nom of expectancy* which was 
arbitrarily act at 9.0. 
The Californie Achievement Test (Heading Comprehension) .—The 
data on the total reading comprehension component of the California 
Achievement Tost for the twenty-five pupils in Group X and the twenty- 
five pupils in Group T enrolled la the tenth grade of tho Douglas 
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High School, WitiUM; Ooorgl*, 1963-1961* «re creeentad 1B Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
GEADE- PLACEMENT OP THE READIHQ COMPREHENSION COMPONENT 
OK THE CALIFORNIA ACHÎEVKHÏHT TEST 
—w—a—a —ana— ■ — an——— ——s 
Group X Group T 
Scores Husfcer Bar Cant Itaraber Par Cent 
10.5 - 10.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10.0 - 10.1* 2 8,00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9.9 3 12.00 0 0.00 
9.0 - o.l* 3 12.00 0 0.00 
8*5 - 8.9 2 8.00 1 U.oo 
8.0 - 8.1* 7-J 28.00 5 20.00 
7.5 • 7.9 1* 16.00 5 20,00 
7.0 - 7.1* 3 12.00 7 28.00 
6.^ « 6.9 1 U.00 5 20.00 
6.0 - 6.1* 2 8.00 
5.5 - 5.9 
Total 25 100.00 25 300.00 
Keen 8.1*8 Mean 7.!J© 
Median 7.78 Medina 6.57 
S.B. .96 S.D. .85 
S.E. .19 s.s. .17 
Group X - The score» on the total reading comprehension component 
ranged teem a lew of 6,5 to a high of lOj** with a mean of 8.1*8# a 
median of 7*78» a standard deviation of ,96, a standard error of 19. 
Table 8 shows that 10 or 1*0 par cent of the class was above the 
mean, 8 or 32 per cent below the seen, and 7 or 28 per cent of than 
scored within the Bean elase-interval. The mean score of 8.1*8 
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Indicated a percentile index of ID. 
Group X - The aoereo on the total reading comprehension component 
ranged from a lew of 6.0 to a high of 8*9* with a mean score of 7*1*0* 
a median of 6.57* a standard deviation of ,85* a standard error of 17» 
Hence, fable 8 shews that 6 or 2h per cent of the subjects scored 
above the mean, lb or 56 per cent scored below the mean* and 5 or 30 
per cent of than scored within the mean class-interval. The mean score 
of 7*b0 indicated a percentile index of 10. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicate? that these 
subjects did not c«na up to the norm of 10.1 of the California Achieve¬ 
ment Teat or even up to a "noma of expectancy" which was arbitrarily 
set at f.O* 
The California Achievement Tost (Total Reading).—The data on 
the total reading component of the California Achievement Test for 
the twenty-five pupils in Group X and the twenty-five pupils In 
Group X enrolled in the tenth grade of the Douglas High School, 
Montezuma, Georgia, 1963-1961* are presented in fable 9, page 3b* 
Group X - The eooroa on the total reading eesçonent ranged from 
a low of 7*5 to a high of 10*5# with a mean score of 8.71, a median 
of 7*60, a standard error of .19* Thus, fable 9 shows that 6 or 2b 
par cant scored above the mean; lb or 56 per cent scored below the 
mean, and 5 or 20 per eent of them scored within the mean clees- 
lntarval. The mean scare 8*71 indicated a percentile index of 30. 
Group 7 - The scores «at the total reading easponent ranged 
from a low of 5*5 to a high of 8.7) with a mean of 7.56, a median 
Ut 
TABLE 9 
GtlâDE- HA CEKQïT CP THE TOTAL KEADIBG OH TOE 
CALIFORHIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST OP BOTH GROUÎB 
Score* 
Group X Group T 
Humber Ber Gent Humber Bar Cant 
13.5 - 13.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13.0 - 13.U 0 0.00 0 0.00 
12.5 - 12*9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
12.0 - 12.1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.5 - 11.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.0 - 11.1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 1 li.00 0 0.00 
10.0 - 10 .1* 2 8.00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9.9 2 8.00 0 0.00 
9.0 - 9.h 1 l*.Q0 1 b.00 
8.5 - 8.9 5 20.00 1 b.00 
8.0 - 8.1* 5 20.00 2 8.00 
7.5 - 7.9 6 a*.co 8 32.00 
7.0 - ?.lt 3 12.00 1 b.oo 
6.5 - 6.9 0 0.00 5 20.00 
6.0 - 6.1* 0 0.00 5 20.00 
5.5 * 5.9 0 OeOO 2 8.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Kean 8.71 Me» 7.56 
Median 7.60 TOOiaa 6.90 
S.D. .97 S.D. .8b 
S.l. .19 S.E. .17 
of 6.90, a standard deviation of .M*t a standard error of «17* Thu?, 
Table 9 shows that 3 or 12 par cant ©cored above the man, U* or 56 
per cant of the subjects scared below the scan, and 5 or 20 per cent 
of than scored id thin the mean class-interval. The man score of 
7*56 indicated a percentile index of 10* 
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The analysis end interpretation of this data indicated that 
these subject* did net eons up to the norm of 10.1 of the California 
Achievement feet or even up to a "norm of expectancy* which was 
arbitrarily set at 9.0. 
Tha California AcMever»eat Tost (Kochaaics of Snallgh)The 
data en the total neefcanio* of English component of the California 
Achievement test far the twenty-five pupils in Group Z and the 
twenty-five pupils In Group T enrolled in tbs tenth grade of the 
Douglas High School, Montezuma, Georgia, 1963-1961* are presented 
in fable 10, page 36. 
Sable 10 «hows that 10 or 1*0 par cent of the class was above 
the mean, 10 or 1*0 par cent below the naan, and 5 or 20 per cent of 
than scored within the mean class-interval. The wean soore of 
8.70 indicated a percentile index of 20. 
Group I - The scores on the total mechanics of English 
component ranged tram a lew of 6.0 to a high of 7.9, with a nets 
score of 6.88, a median of 6.63, a standard deviation of .26, a 
standard error of .05. Hence, fable 10 shows that 8 or 32 per 
cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 2 or 8 per cent below 
the mean, and 15 or 60 par cent of than scored within the mean 
class-interval. The mem scare of 6.88 indicated a percentile index 
of 5. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicates that 
these subjects did not com up to the norm of 10.1 of the California 
Adiievsnent feat OP even up to a "nom of expectancy" which was 
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TABLE 10 
mm-momm es* SHE HBCEABICS cat mourn OH THE 
CALIFORNIA AOHIBfEMHNT TEST 
Scores 
Group X Group X 
Amber Bor Cent ifenber Per Cent 
11.5 - 11.9 t 8.00 C 0.00 
11.0 - 11.Î» 0 0.00 0 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 1 ti.OQ 0 0.00 
10.0 - 10 .k 1 li.00 0 0.00 
9.5 - 9*9 3 12.00 0 0,00 
9.0 - 9*h 3 12.00 0 0.00 
8.5 » 8.9 5 20.00 0 0.00 
8.0 - 3.u h 16.00 0 0,00 
7.5 - 7.9 2 8.00 3 12.00 
7.0 - 7.2i 2 8.00 5 20.00 
6.5 • 6.9 2 8.00 15 60.00 
6.0 - 6Ji 0 0.00 2 8.00 
5.5 • 5.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 9.85 Mean 6.88 
an 8.70 Median 6.63 
&.D. 1.36 S.D. .26 
S.S. .27 S.S. .05 
arbitrarily set at 9*0. 
The California Achievetaent Test (Spalling) .—The data on the 
total spelling component at the California Achievement Teat for the 
twenty-five pupils in Group X «id the twenty-five pupils in Group T 
enrolled la the tenth grade of the Bougie# High School, Montesuna, 
Georgia, 1963-19éh are presented in Table 11, rage 37. 
Group X - The scores on the total spelling ecespeatat ranged 
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TABLE 11 
ffilASE-PLACBKSST OF SPELLING OH THE 
CALIFORNIA ACHZETBHENT TEST 
Group X Group T 
Soares Suaiber Msr Cent Number Per Cent 
11.0 - 11.1* 2 8.00 0 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 1* 16.00 0 0.00 
10.0 - 10.1* 3 12.00 0 0.00 
9.5- 9.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
9.0 - 9J* 3 12.00 0 0.00 
8.5 - 8.9 3 12.00 1 U.00 
8.0 - 8.1* 2 8.00 1* 16.00 
7.5 - 7.9 2 8.00 1 luOO 
7.0 - 7.1* 1 It .00 0 0.00 
6*5 - 6.9 5 20.00 12 1*8.00 
6,0 - 6.1* 0 0.00 7 28.00 
5.5- 5.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 9.12 Mean 7.33 
Median 8.83 Median 6,70 
S.B. 1.1*8 SJ>. .89 
S.E. .296 S.S. .178 
from a low of 6.5 to a high of 11.1*, with a wmm of 9.12, a median 
6*83, a standard deviation of 1.1*8, a standard error of .296. 
Table 11 eheva that 12 or 1*8 per cent of the class was above 
the naan, 10 or 1*0 per sent below the mean, «id 3 or 12 per cent of 
thee scored within the mean class-interval. The mean score of 9.12 
indicated a percentile index of 30. 
Group T - The scores on the total spelling component ranged free 
a low of 6.0 to a high of 8.9» with a mean score of 7.33, a median of 
30 
6,70, • standard deviation of .09, a standard error of .170* Hence, 
Sable 11 shove that 6 or Sis per east of Hie subjects seared above 
the naan, 19 or 76 below the moan, and 0 or 0.00 per eat of then scored 
within the mean class-interval. She mean more of 7*33 indicated 
a percentile index of 10. 
She analyste and interpretation of this data indicated that 
them subjects did not earn up to the non of 10.1 of the California 
Achievement Test or even op to a "norm of expectancy” which was 
arbitrarily set st 9*0. 
She California Achievement Teat (Total English) .—The data on 
the total SiellA campement of the California Achievement Test for 
the twenty-five pupils is Group X and the twenty-five pupils is 
Group S enrolled in the tenth grade of the Doubles High School, 
Montanan, Georgia, 1963>196b are presented in Sable 12, page 39. 
Group X - She mores on the total Sngliah eonponent ranged 
from a lew of 6.5 to a high of 11 .h, with a mean of 8.71, a median 
of 6.33, a standard deviation of 1.3U, a standard error of .27. 
Table 12 shows that 10 or 1*0 per cent of the class was above 
the mean, 12 or U8 per cent below the mean, and 3 or 12 per cent 
of then scored within the mean class-interval. She mean more of 
8.71 indicated a percentile index of 10. 
Group T - She mores on the total English component ranged 
from a lew of 6.0 to a high of 8.9, with a mean more of 7.98, a 
median of 6,7$» a standard deviation of .86, a standard error of 
.17* Hence, Sable 12 shows that 8 or 32 per cent of the subjects 
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SABLE 12 
GRADE- PLACEMENT OF THE TOTAL ENGLISH OH TBS CALIFCRHIA 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR BOTH (HOOTS 1 • • * * *(■ . 
Group X Group T 
Scores Snober Bar Cant Humber Per Cent 
13.5 - 13.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
13.0 - 13.1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
12.5 - 12.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
12.0 - 12.1* 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.5 - 11.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
11.0 - ll.U 1 U.00 0 0.00 
10.5 - 10.9 2 8.oo 0 0.00 
10.0 * 10.1* 2 8.00 0 0.00 
9.3- 9.9 1* 16.00 0 0.00 
9.0 - 9.1* 1 !*.00 0 0.00 
8.5 • 8.9 3 12.00 3 12.00 
8.0 - 8.1* 3 12.00 5 20.00 
7.5 - 7.9 2 8.00 2 8.oo 
7.0 - 7.1* 5 20.00 k 16.00 
6.5 — 8.9 2 8.00 6 2l*.oo 
6.0 — 8.1* 0 0,00 5 20.00 
5.5- 5.9 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Mean 8.71 Mean 7.56 
Median 8.33 Median 6.75 
S.B. 1.3U SJ). .86 
S.B. .27 S.E, .17 
scored abase the »ean4 15 or 60 per cent below the mean, and 2 or 8 
per east of then scored within the wen class-interral. The neon 
aeore of 7*96 indicated e percentile index of 5. 
The analysis «ad Interpretation of this date indicated that 
these subjects did net cone up to the nom of 10.1 of the California 
Achievement Teat or «von up to « "none of expectancy" which was 
arbitrarily oat at 9*0. 
The Sequential Teat for Educational Progress .—The data m the 
mathematics component of the Sequential feat for Educational Progress 
for the twenty-five pupil* In Group Z and Hie twenty-five pupil* in 
Group Y «rolled in the tenth grade of the Douglas High School, 
Montezuma, Georgia, 1963-1961» «re presented in Table 13. 
TAUTJR 13 
THE HIM SCORES ON THE SlQUafflAL TEST 
FOR EDUBATICRâli PROGRESS 
Group Z Group Y 
Humber Per Cent UMMIMAHH ntnnoer y Bsr Cent 
271 - 275 0 0.00 0 0.00 
266 — 270 0 0.00 0 0.00 
261 - 265 3 12.00 0 0.00 
256 - 260 k 16.00 1 li.00 
251 - 255 2 8.00 0 0.00 
21*6 - 250 3 12.00 0 0.00 
21*1 - 21*5 2 8.00 2 8.00 
236-21*0 1 luOO i* 16,00 
231 - 235 3 12.00 9 36.00 
226 - 230 7 28.00 9 36.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Keen 255.60 Mean 235.31* 
Median 21*3.00 Median 232.17 
S»D* 8.l»0 S.D. 6.80 
S.I. 1.68 S.E. 1.38 
Group Z - The score® on the total mathematics component ranged 
il 
fro» a low of 230 to « high of 263, with a mean of 255.60, % median 
of 2ii3.00, a standard deviation of 8,k0, a standard error of 1.66. 
Tabla 13 shows that 7 or 28 per cent of the class was shore 
the me an, 16 or 6y par cent below the mesa, and 2 or 8 per cent of 
ttMfe scored within the Man elass-intervsl. The naan score of ?55.6o 
indicated a pereeotila index of 20# , 
Group T - The scores «a the total mathematics component ranged 
from a low af 230 to a high of 257» with a mean score of 235.3k, a 
median of 232.17» • standard deviation of 6.80, a standard error of 
1.38. Hence, Table 13 chows that 7 or 28 per cent of the subjects 
scored above the aeon, 5 or 36 par cent of them scored within the 
MSS class-interval. The mean score of 235.3k indicated a percentile 
index of 10%. 
The analysis and interpretation of this data indicated that 
these subjects did net cons up to the nom of 260 of the 
Sequential Test for Educational ’Yogreea. One group closely 
approached the "norm of Expectancy* which wee arbitrarily set at 
The other group ranked bdlew this nom. 
The Average Daily Attendance.—The data on the attendance 
component of the average daily attendance for the twenty-five pupil# 
in Group X ctd the twenty-five pupils in Group T enrolled in the 
tenth grade of the Douglas High School, Kontesuma, Georgia, 1963- 
196k are presented in Table lk» page k2. 
Group X - The scores on the total attendance component ranged 
fran a law of lk£ to a high of 100, with a mean of 168.0k, a median 
k2 
mi m 
THE AVERAGE DAILY ATTBEQAHCE OF THE TWO 
GROUPS FOR THE RAPT FEVE BARS 
Group X Orcup Y 
Humber Kw- C an t Humber Msr Cant 
176 - 180 18 72.00 2 8,00 
171 - 175 k 16.00 0 0.00 
166-170 0 0.00 1 It .00 
161 - 165 2 8.00 6 2U.00 
156-160 0 0.00 1 luOO 
151 - 155 0 0.00 0 0.00 
U6 - ISO 1 U.00 1 ii.oo 
na - lh5 0 0.00 3 12.00 
136-11# 0 0.00 8 32.00 
131 - 135 0 0.00 3 12.00 
126-130 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total 25 100.00 25 100.00 
Kean 168.Oh |UaM n&fui H19.88 
Median 178.83 Median 1U2.67 
S.D. 7.00 s a>. m.ixo 
S.S, I.J1O S.E. 2.86 
of 173.83, a standard deviation of 7.00, « standard error of l.iiO. 
Tabla lit shove that 22 or 88 per cent of the class vas above 
the man, 1 or b par cent below the man, «ad 0 or 0,00 per cent of 
then scored within the naan class-interval. 
Group Y - The eeores on the total attendance component ranged 
from a low of 131 to a high of 179, with a naan more of li»9.88, a 
mediae of 11)2.6?, a standard deviation of lU.iiO, a standard error of 
2.88. Hama, table lit shows that 10 or 1*0 par east of the subjects 
1*3 
scored within the ne» class-interval, 
The analysis end interpretation of this date indicated that the 
attendance Ibr one group we slightly high* wberees* the attendance 
of the other group wee average. 
The Araericaa uc-le.—The data on the culturel component 
of the American Home Scale for the twenty-five pupile la Group X and 
the twenty-five pupils in Group T enrolled in the tenth grade of the 
Douglas High School* Kontemuaa, Georgia* 1963-1961* are presented in 
Table 1*. 
TABUS 15 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CULTURAL COMPONENT CP 
THE TWO Qmm AS MEASURED CM THE AMERICA!? 
HCfCE SCALE 
Group X Group T 
Scares Humber Number 
33-22 1 0 
17-19 2 1 
1U-16 6 0 
11-13 8 3 
8-10 8 8 
5-7 0 10 
2-i* 0 3 
Total 25 25 
Mean 12.68 Mean 7.72 
Median 12.00 Median 6.30 
S.B. 3.30 S.D. 3.30 
s.s. .66 S.S. .66 
hh 
Group It - The scores on the total cultural component ranged from 
a low of 8 to a high of 22, with a moan of 12.68, a mod!» of 12.00, 
a standard deviation of 3.30, a standard error of .66, 
Table l£ show» that 9 or 36 per cent of too class wss above the 
Steen, 8 or 32 per cent bdw the mean, 8 or 3? per cant of the» scored 
within the sen class-interval, 
Gi'oup T. The scores on the total cultural component ranged from 
a low of 2 to a high of 15, with a mean score of 7*72, a median of 
6.20, a standard deviation of 3.30, a standard error of £6. Hence, 
Table 1$ shows that 11 or bb per cent of the subjects scored above 
the mean, 3 car 12 per cent below the mean, and 10 or bo per cent of 
them scored within the mean close-interval. 
The American Hosts Scale (Aegthetlcel Appreciation) .—The date 
on the aesthetic»! appreciation component of the American Home Seale 
for the twenty-five pupils in Group X and the twenty-five pupils In 
Group Y enrolled in the tenth grade of the Douglas High School, 
^onteatroa, Georgia, 1563-196!; are presented in Table 16, page b£. 
Group X - The scores on the total aesthetical component ranged 
from e low of 2 to e high ef 9, with a mean of £.80, a médian of £.13, 
a standard deviation of l.itO, a standard error of .70. 
Table 16 shows that 6 or 2b per cant of the elaee wee above 
the aman, £ or 20 per cent below the mean, and lb or £6 per cant 
of them scored within the mean elaae-interval. 
- -- y^T - 'T-r ' j r lr ■•’-iX. ’ - » '»«, 
Oroup Y - the scores on the total aesthetical component ranged 
from a low of 1 to a high of 7, with a mean score of b.2£, a median 
TABLE l6 
THE BTSTHIBOTIOH GP AESTHETICAÏ, AF’RSCIATION AB 







8-9 1 0 
6-7 5 8 
1*~5 lit 6 
2-3 5 9 
0-1 0 2 
Total 25 25 
Mean 5.80 Been h.2£ 
Median 5.13 Median U.83 
S.D. 1.1*0 8.B. 1.82 
S.E. .70 S.E. .36 
of U.83, « standard deviation of 1.82, a standard error of ,36. Hence, 
Table 16 shows that 8 or 32 per cent of the «objecta scored above the 
neaa, 11 or kk per cent below the mean, and 6 or 2U per cent of then 
scored within the mean class-interval. 
The American Howe scale ( Cconordcs) .-«The date on the eeoncndee 
component of the American Hone Seale for the twenty-five pupils In 
Group X and the twenty-five pupils in Group 7 enrolled in the tenth 
grade of tbs Douglas High School, Monte sura*, Georgia, 1963-1961* 
are presented in Table 1?, page 1*6. 
Group X - The «cures on the total economics component ranged 
from a low of 2 to a high of 16, with a mean of 6.9U, a median of 
9*00, a standard deviation of .16, a standard error of «09. 
TABLE 17 
THE MSTBIBOTIOS Cf THF, OOMIOII0IT Cf SCI 







lh-16 1 0 
11-13 6 1 
8-10 10 7 
$-7 7 13 
2-li 1 k 
O-i 0 
Mean 8.9h Mean 6.81 
Median 9.00 Median $.1(2 
S.D. .U6 S.D. .37 
S.S. .09 S.I. .o?U 
Table 1? shows that 7 or 28 per cent of the class me above the 
mean, 8 «r 32 per cent below the mean, and 10 or 1(0 per cent of thera 
scored within the mean class-interval. 
Croup T - The scores on the total economies component ranged 
frm a low of 2 to a high of 13» with a naan score of 6.81, a median 
of 5.1*2» a standard deviation of .3?, a standard error of .0?U, 
Hence, Sable 17 shows that 8 or 32 par cent of the «abjects scored 
above the mean* h or 16 per oent below the mean, and 13 or $2 per 
cent of than scored within the naan class-interval. 
The American Horae Scale (Miscellaneous) .—The date cm the mis¬ 
cellaneous component of the American Hose Scale for the twenty-five 
pupile in Group X and the twenty-five pupils in Group T enrolled in 
the tenth grade of the Douglas High Schoolt Montezuma, Georgia, 1963- 
Jtf 
1961* ere presented in Table 1$, 
TABLE 18 
KISCELLANEODS FACTOR AS MEASURED BY THE 
AMERICAN HOKE SCALE 
Scores Humber Humber 
li*-l6 0 0 
11-13 0 0 
8-10 3 0 
5-7 12 8 
2-U 9 Ht 
0-1 1 1 
Total 25 25 
Kean U.6o Keen It .12 
Median 6,75 Median 1.93 
S.D, 2.22 S,D. 2.1i0 
IA .Mi S.S. .1*8 
Group X - The scores on the total miscellaneous component ranged 
from a low of 1 to a high of 10, with « mean ai h,6ot a median of 
6.25» a standard deviation of 2,22» a standard error of .lib. 
Tabla 18 shows that 1 or 12 per cent of the class was above the 
mean, 10 cr 1*0 par cent below the mean, and 12 or 2»8 per cent of them 
scored within the moan class-interval. 
Group Y « The scores on the Miscellaneous component ranged from 
a lew of 1 to a high of 9» with a mean «core of U.12, a median of 1.93» 
a standard deviation of 2.1*0, a standard error of U8. Hence, Table 
18 chows that 10 or 1*0 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 
1*8 
1 or 1* pear cent below the man, end lit or $6 per cent of then scored 
within the mean class-interval. 
The American Home Scale.—The data on the total raw scores 
component of the American Hone deals for the twenty-five pupil» in 
Group X am) the twenty-five pupils in Group T enrolled in the tenth 
grade of the Douglas High School, Montezuma, Georgia, 1963-1961* are 
presented in Table 19. 
TABLE 19 
THE DISTRIBUTION OP TOTAL RAW SCORES OR THE 
AMERICAN HOME SCALE 
Group X Group T 
Scores fvumDGr nEaab«r 
$5-59 0 0 
50~$k 0 0 
hS-h.9 0 0 
U)-Uk 3 1 
35-39 6 0 
30-31* k 3 
25-29 9 3 
20-21 3 10 
15-19 0 6 
10-11* 0 2 
5- 9 0 0 
Total 25 25 
Keen 30.76 IBMB 22.72 
Hedisn 33» ?5 Median 22.00 
S.D, 6.60 S.B/ 6.70 
S.E. 1.32 S.E. 1.31* 
Group X - The scores on the total raw scores component ranged 
from a low of 20 to « high of UU, with « mean of 30,76, « median of 
33.25» « standard deviation of 6.60, a standard error of 1,3?» 
Table 19 shows that 9 or 36 per cent of the elass was above 
the naan and 12 or U8 per cent below the mean. U or 61 per cent of 
them scored within the ween class-interval. 
Group Y - The scores on the total raw scores component ranged 
from a low of 10 to a high of Ul, with a mean score of 22,72» « median 
of 22.00 * standard deviation of 6.70, a standard error of 1.3b» 
Bence, Seble 19 shows that 7 or 28 per cent of the subjects scored 
above the mean, 8 or 32 per cent below the mean, 10 or iiO per cent 
of them scored within the mean class-interval. 
Correlation Bata 
Analysis of Correlation Coefficients.—this e-ectian of the 
report on the research will present a series of correlations as 
derived from the tests scores on the California Achievement Test, 
The California Mental Maturity Test, the American Home Seals, and 
Sequential Tost of Progress for the fifty tenth grade students. 
"r" for Intelligence Quotients sad The American Home Seale.— 
Table 20, page 50 shows that the correlation between intelligence 
and home status, the ”r” was .26, with a standard error of "r” of 
13 which was not significant for it was not as great as three 
times its standard error index. The **rw itself was positive and not 
large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relation¬ 
ship was significant between intelligence and home status test scores 
toe Group X. 
So 
TABTJC 20 
TtW CORRELATION DERIVED PROM THE RESULT ON THE 
CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST AND THE 
AMERICAN HOME SCALE FOR GROUP X 
_ variable?  _  J   r.;;,r 
Intelligence Quotients 
re 25 .26 .13 
Bone Statue 
*r8 for Intelligence Quotients and The American Home Scale 
Tabla 21 shows that the correlation between intelligence nui home 
status, the "r* wee .035» with e standard error of .31» which was 
slightly significant for it wee greater than three time® r. The Br* 
itself wee positive and not large enough to warrant the conclusion 
that the indicated relationship me significant between the scores 
on the Intelligence and Hone Status test scores for Group T. 
TABLE 21 
THE CORRELATION DERIVED FROM THE RESULT ON THE 
CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST ANT? THE 
AMERICAN HONE SCALE FOR GROUP Y 
„Variables    H   r -?.v,r 
Intelligence Querents 
r  7$ .035 .lit 
Bone Statue 
"r" for Mathematics Achievement and The Sequential Test for 
Educational Progress.—Tabic 22 thews that the correlation between 
mathematics achievement and the sequential tact for educational 
progress. The RrR was .03, with a standard error of nr” of UU 
which was significant for it vac three times greater than the 
standard error index. The ”r” itself «as positive and not large 
enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relationship was 
significant between the aeorea on the Mathematics Achievement and 
Sequential fast for Educational Progress test scores for Oroup X. 
TABLE 22 
THE CORRELATION DERIVED FROM THE RESULT OH THE CALIFORNIA 
AGHXEVBQ3NT MATHEMATICS TEST 2ND THE SEQUENTIAL TEST 
FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS FOR GROUP Y 
Variables n r S.B.r 
Mathematics Achievement C.A. 
vs 25 .06 .13 
step 
«r" for Mathematics Achievement and The Sequential Test for 
Educational Prcgrese.—fable 23, page $2, shows that the correlation 
between mathematics achievement and the sequential teat for educa¬ 
tional progress, the "r* was .06, with a standard error of "r" of 
•13 which was not significant for it was not aa great as three times 
it# standard error index. The "r" itself vas positive and not large 
enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relationship was 
52 
TABLE 23 
THE CORRELATION DERIVED TRQH THE RESULT OH THE CALIFORNIA 
ACKlWmm MATHBttTIOS TEST 1» THE SBQUaiTIAL TEST 
TOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS FOR GR0ÜP X 




25 .03 •111 
Step 
signifient between the scores on the Mathematics Achievement end 
Sequential Teat for Educational ftregeaee test scores of Group T. 
"r" for Intelligence Quotient end Mathematics Achievement.-- 
Table 2b, page 53# shows the correlation between intelligence wad mathe¬ 
matics achievement. The ”r* wee .05# with e standard error of "r” 
of Hi which wee not algnifleant for it was not as greet ae three 
time its standard error index. The "r" itself waa positive and 
large enough te warrant the conclusion that the indicated relation¬ 
ship was significant between the scores on the Intelligence end 
Mathematics Achievement test scores Aar Group X. 
"r" for Intelligence Quotient end Mathematics Achi «vacant 
Table 25# page 5U# shows the correlation between Intelligence and 
m» thons tics achievement. The "r" was «28# with a standard error 
of "r* of 13 which was not significant for it wee not as great as 
three tiara its standard error index. The *r" itself wae positive 
and not large enough, to warrant the conclusion that the indicated 
53 
TABLE 2h 
A SIKHARY OF THE CORRELATION BETWEH THE VARIABLES OH THE 
CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE KINTAL MATURITY 









25 .02 .11 
Petting AehieveMst 
Intelligence Quotient 
ra 25 .0? .11» 
English Achievement 
relationship me significant between Idle eooree on the Intelligence 
end Mathematics Achievement test scores for Group Y. 
"r* for Intelligence Quotients end Reeding Achievement.-- 
Table 2k chows the correlation between intelligence atd reading 
achievement. The "rn waa .02, with a standard error of "r" of .11 
which me significant fear it waa greater than three tinea its 
standard error index . The *r* itself was positive and not large 
enough to warrant the conclusion that tha indicated relationship 
su 
TABLE 5 
A StJKKARÏ OF THF CORRELATION BETWEFN THE VARIABLES OH 
THE CALIFOSKIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST AMD THE W5WÏAL 
MATURITY FOR GROUP X 
Varieties | V 
Intelligence Quotient 
va 25 .28 .13 
Kathematioe Achievement 
Intelligence Quotients 
V» 25 .02 .n 
Handing Achievement 
Intelligence Quotient 
vs 25 •3U .13 
English Achievement 
ws significant between the «core* on the Intelligence end Heeding 
Achievement teat scares for group X, 
»rw for Intelligence Quotient end aaglish Achievement .—Table 
2h shove the correlation between intelligence and English achieve¬ 
ment. The "r" wee .0?, with e standard error of »r» of .1U *hieh nee 
net significant for it was not three times as large ee ite étendard 
error index. The ”r" itself was positive and net large enough to 
warrant the conclusion that the Indicated relationship was 
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significant between the scores on the Intelligence and Ssglieh teat 
mores for Group X. 
Br" for Intelligence Quotient end Ehglleh Achievement Table 
25 showe the oerrelatlen between intelligence and Bnglish. The "r* 
was .31*, with a standard error of Br" of 13 which was not signifi¬ 
cant for It was not greeter than ite standard error index. The 
"r" itself was positive and not large enough to warrant the conclu¬ 
sion that the indicated relationship see significant between the 
scores on the Intelligence and English test mores for Group T. 
“r* for Hone Status «ri Mathematics. —Table 26, page 56, 
shows the correlation between hone and mathematics. The nrB was >.30 
with a standard error of ”r* of .13 which was sot significant for it 
was not greeter than three tinea its standard error Index. The "r” 
itself was negative and not large enough to warrant the conclusion 
that the indicated relationship was significant between the soorea 
on the Koa» Statua and Mathematics teat scores fbr Group X. 
"r” for gone Statue end Mathematics.--Tabls 27, page 57, 
shews the correlation between home end mathematics. The ”rR was 
-.60, with e standard error of «r" of .05 which was significant 
for it was larger than three tinea lie standard error index. The 
”r* Itself was negative sad large enough to warrant the conclusion 
that the indicated relationship was significant between the scores 
on the Heme Status end Mathmietles Achievement test score for 
Group T, 
"r11 For Horae Status and Baglish £chlgy«nent.—Table 26 shove 
the cozreletion between hone end English. The Br" wee -.12, with e 
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TABLE 26 
A svmm GF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE VARIABLES 
CW THE CALIFORNIA ACHIETTîffiNT TEST AND THE 
AMERICAN HOME SCALE FOR GE0ÜP X 









25 -.12 .11» 
V» 
Mathematics Achievement 25 -.30 .13 
standard error of Brw of .11» which wee sot significant for it wee not 
•c great ae three tinea its standard error index. The "r" itself 
was negative and not large enough to warrant the conclusion that 
the indicated relationship was significant between the scores on 
the Hone Statue and Shglish Achievement teat scores for Group X. 
*r* for Howe Statu» and Bagllah Achievement .—Table 27 shows 
the correlation between hone and English. The "r" was -.28 with a 
standard error of *r* of .13 which was not significant for it wee 
not as great as throe times its standard error index. The "r" 
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ZABLE 27 
A SÜMHAHT OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE VARIABLES ON 
THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE AMERICAN 
HOKE SCALE FOR GROUP X 
Hone Statue 




English Achievement 25 -.28 .13 
Home Statue 
ve 
Mathematics Achievement 25 -.80 .05 
iteelf wee aegetive and not large enough to narrant the ooncluelca 
that the indicated relationship was signtficant between the scores 
on the Bon Statue end Etagliah Achievement test scores for Group T. 
"r" lor Home Status and Reading Achievement.-«Table 26 shows 
the correlation between Home end Reeding. The "r" wee -.82, with 
a standard error of *r" of J)h which eue significant for 1k was 
larger than three times it a standard error index. The *r* iteelf 
wee negative and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the 
indicated relationship wee significant between the scores on the BOM 
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and Reading test scores for Oroup x. 
"r" for Hosts Status and Reading Achievement .—Table 27 shows 
the correlation between hone and reading. The *r* was .-52, with a 
standard error of "r* of .10 which was significant for it was larger 
than three tines its standard error index. The "r" itself was 
negative and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated 
relationship was significant between the scores on the Heating and 
Hone test scores for Group X. 
CHAPTER HI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Rationale.—Poring the past ten years, many studies have been made 
in the field of mathematics education. These studies have greatly 
influenced and improved the mathematics curriculum. Some of these3 
studies were efforts to advance national reputation in this technical 
and scientific age. 
The present mathematics curriculum, throughout the United States, 
is in a state of disorganisation. The current interest in the mathe¬ 
matics curriculum has brought many professional educators in close 
contact with the high school curriculum. New programs has been 
suggested and new materials are being provided. One major problem 
remaining to be answered is, how can the new mathematics curriculum IDS 
translated into an effective mathematics program in the secondary 
school. 
The decisions of the groups involved in revising the mathematics 
curriculum have aided the cause of implementing these programs in the 
secondary school through their publicity. There is a continual need 
to provide information to both mathematics teachers and administrators 
in the secondary school. The Commission on Mathematics of the College 
Entrance Examination Board led the way by publishing in 1959 the reports, 
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1 2 •'Program for College Preparatory Mathematics'* and "Appendices." 
There is a need for the administrators and teachers to know what 
changes are being proposed for secondary school mathematics is 
essential. The orientation of teachers and administrators to the pro¬ 
posed curriculum changes and the development of new mathematics cur¬ 
ricula materials, by such groups as the "School Mathematics Study 
•a 
Groups," is not sufficient. 
W, Eugene Ferguson has outlined eight points in the implementation 
of a new mathematics program for the secondary school in the pamphlet, 
The Revolution in the School Mathematics.^ These points are* (1) 
recognition by school authorities of the need for a new mathematics 
program; (2) adequate preparation of teachers in the mathematics now 
being taught for the first time in secondary schools; (3) selection 
of a new program; (1*) selection of students for the program; (5) in¬ 
forming parents about the new program; (6) informing other members of 
the school system about the new program and its implications for the 
for the mathematics program K-k2; (7) continuation of teacher pre¬ 
paration for carrying the new program to higher and lower grades and 
Ï 
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, "Program for College 
Preparatory Mathematics, " (Mew fork* College Entrance Examination 
Board, 1959). 
2 , 
Report of the Commission on Mathematics, "Appendices" (New fork* 
College Entrance Examination Board, *1959). 
3 
J. P. Leonard, Developing the Secondary School Curriculum (New 
York* Rinehart and Company, ïhë., 1958), p. 3. ' 
k 
A Report of Regional Orientation Conferences in Mathematics, "The 
Revolution in School Mathematics" (Washington* National”Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, 1961), p. 33. 
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and (8) permission for adequate time and compensation to carry on the 
new program year after year. 
A major responsibility of the secondary school is to provide edu¬ 
cational experiences that offer opportunities for each individual 
student to develop in maimer that will assure his greatest happiness 
and success in a complex and ever-changing society. Mere mastery of 
subjects prescribed in a regular course of study though important, does 
not fulfill the responsibility for developing social competence in 
students. Students should be offered experiences which will enrich 
their abilities, appreciations and attitudes, 
In order for teaching to be effective, teachers should be well 
prepared to help students attain the goals of the mathematics cur¬ 
riculum, The most effective teacher is one who keeps his planning 
and instruction in tune with the useful and constructive findings of 
education. 
The building of this seems to be one of the most important 
problems in today's education. For this reason, the National Education 
Association, Department of Classroom Teachers and the American Educa¬ 
tional Research Association have joined together to produce a series of 
pamphlets on "What Research Says to The Teacher."2 
Kenneth L, Brown, "Research in Teaching High School Mathematics,” 
The Mathematics Teacher, LI (December, 1958), 59U-95, 
F” 
American Educational Research Association, Teaching High-School 
Mathematics, A Report Prepared by the Department of Classroom Teachers 
of the National EDueation Association (Washington* American Educational 
Research Association, 1955)» p. 1. 
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Finally improvement in mathematics teaching depends upon the 
extent to which teachers identidy crucial problems and coordinate 
effects to solve them. 
Evolution of the problem.—The problem of this study grew out <f 
school situation of the writer, who is presently a teacher of a tenth 
grade class of students who had been classified as academically able 
students. Through these experiences, the writer attempts to determine 
if there is a significant différence between these students of high 
and low montai ability in mathematical achievement, home status and 
attendance as revealed by pupil's test scores and documentary analysis 
of available records. 
Contribution to oduoational knowledge.—The writer hopes that 
as a result ofthis study, the local school administration and faculty 
was provided with objective data whioh can be utilised in helping 
students find their plaoe in the school. It is hoped that the find¬ 
ings and interpretations of this study will result in an increased 
understanding on the part of those who are responsible for the educa¬ 
tion of boys and girls. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem of this study will be to 
test the hypothesis that home status and attendance have no relation¬ 
ship to mental ability and achievement of mathematics in a tenth grade 
class. 
Limitation of the problem.—Thia problem wae limited to two 
Motions of tenth grade students, of the Dennis Fulton High School, 
Montesuma, Georgia. It wae limited to the résulta obtained from the 
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following testai 
1. California Test of Mental Maturity 
2. California Achievement Tests 
3. The American Home Scale 
lu Sequential Test of Educational Progress 
Purpose of the study.---The major purpose of this study was to 
ascertain if there are statistical significant between mental ability, 
achievement in mathematics, attendance and home status. More specifio 
purposes of this study was tot 
1. Identify the mental abilities and mathematical achieve¬ 
ment of the two tenth grade classes In the D. F. Douglas 
High School, Montesuma, Georgia, by administration of 
the California Test of Mental Maturity and the California 
Achievement Tcst. 
2» Ascertain the home status of these children by ad¬ 
ministering the American Home Scale Inventory to the 
parents. 
3. Ascertain the attendance records of these children for the 
previous five years by analysing the available records. 
U. Discover relationship, if any, between mental ability, 
achievement, attendance and home status. 
!>. Derive from the data findings and implications, if any, 
which might prove fruitful for the improvement of the 
teaching-learning situation. 
Definition of terms,—The significant terms used in this study 
are defined belowt 
1. “Mental ability," refers to the ability as measured by the 
California Test of Mental Maturity.1 
2. “Mathematical Achievement," refers to the proficiency 
Carter V. Good. Dictionary of Education (New York* McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 19U5), P* 2S1. 
6h 
attainment of skills as measured by the Sequential Vest 
of Educational Progress.-*- 
3. "Attendance record," refers to the accumulative data 
relative to the attendance of pupils. 
U. "Curriculum, " all the teaching-learning experiences in and 
out of the classroom for which tills school is responsible .3 
"Home status," refers to the rating of home as measured by 
the American Home Scale. 
Locale and period of study.—This study was conducted at the 
Dennis Pulton Douglas High School, Montezuma, Georgia, during the 
first semester of the school year, I963-6I4.. 
Method of research.—The Descriptive-Survey method of research, 
utilizing standardized tests-scores, was used to collect the necessary 
data for this study. 
Description of the subjects.—The subjects used in this study 
were two sections of the tenth grade of the Dennis Fulton Douglas 
High School, Montezuma, Georgia. The "able" and "slow" sections 
were utilized. 
Method of procedure.—The procedural steps used in conducting 
this study are as follows* 
1. The investigator obtained permission to conduct this study 
from the proper school officials. 
2. The investigator survey pertinent literature related to the 
study and present It in a smnmarised form. 
3. The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered to 
Ï 
Good, op., cit.. p. 30. 
2 
Ibid., p. 33U. 
3Ibid., p. 113. 
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obtain the mental ability. 
I4. Scores of the section of the California Achievement Test 
was given to determine the achievement level of the 
students. 
5. The Sequential Test of Educational Progress ms adminis¬ 
tered to determine the students mathematical achievement. 
6. Administer the Home-Status Test to parents to determine 
the -type of horns these students come from.' 
7. Secure the atrendance records of students for the put 
five years to determine the average daily attendance of 
these students. 
8. Information obtained from tests ms assembled in appro¬ 
priate tables and/or graphical representations. 
ï 
9. Data mas statistically treated by use of an analysis of 
variables and co-variables. 
10. The findings, conclusions, implications and recommendations 
are presented in the finished thesis copy. 
Summary of literature.—A great and continuous purpose of 
mathematics in the secondary school is to meet the needs of adoles¬ 
cent boys and girls. The whole ideas ms to establish an enriched 
program of learning by integrating student activities, work ex¬ 
periences, and guidance cervices of the school. 
To support this theory Boswell concluded that meanings, under¬ 
standings and generalisations have to be modified in order to meet 
the demands of modern living. In this approach, the prime concern 
mu seeing meaning in the number relations, and understanding these 
relations. Out of the experiences of many schools of thought have 
emerged the idea that our teaching methods and procedures should be 
re-examined. 
It is Imperative that me - re-organize our purposes, agree upon 
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those which we believe to be important and significant, and use them as 
the frame of reference for basis for planning a good mathematics program. 
Increasing emphasis is being given to the significance of the 
mathematics curriculum as a substantial part of our culture in a 
rapidly changing society. 
In conclusion, the improvement in the mathematics curriculum and 
teaching will depend upon the extent to which we identify the problem 
and coordinate our efforts to solve them, and make the results known 
to other classroom teachers. 
Findings,—The following findings are t aken directly from the 
interpreted data collected and analysed throughout this study as 
presented in Chapter H as portrayed in Tables 20-27, 
Intelligence Quotients 
The data on the intelligence quotient for Oroup X, resulted in 
the following measurement! A mean of 83,16, a median of 83.07, a 
standard deviation of 8.66, and a standard error of the mean of 1,73, 
For Oroup Y the mean was 7U.73* a median of 70,13, with a standard 
deviation of 9*17, and a standard eeror of the mean of 1,83. 
The two groups showed a difference of the mean of 8,1*3, in favor 
of Group X with a difference of the standard deviation of ,£L in favor 
of Group Y. 
English Achievement 
The d ata on the English Achievement for Group X, resulted in the 
following measurement! a mean of 8,71, a median of 8.33* a standard 
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deflation of 1.3U, a standard error of the mean of .27. 
For Group T the mean was 7.56, a median of 6.75» a standard 
deviation of ,86, a standard error of ,17. 
The two groups showed a difference of the mean of 1.96 in favor 
of Group X, with a difference of the standard deflation of .1*8 in 
favor of Group X. 
Reading Achievement 
The data on the Reading Achievement of Group X, resulted in the 
following measurement! a mean of 8.71, a median of 7.60, a standard 
deflation of .97, and a standard error of .19. 
For Group Ï the mean was 7*56, a median of 6.90, a s tandard 
deflation of .81*, a standard error of .17. 
The two groups showed a mean difference of .70, in favor of 




Thechta on the mathematics achievement for Group X, resulted in 
. . » 
! 
the following measurement! a mean of 8.71, a median of 7.60, a 
standard deviation of 1.6$, a s tandard deviation of 1.65, a standard 
error of .19. 
% 
For Group Ï, the mean was 6.73, a median of 6.71, a standard 
deviation of .58 and a standard error of .12. 
The two groups showed a mean difference of 1.1*> in favor of Group 
X, with a standard deviation of .1*8 in favor of Group X. 
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The Sequential Test for Educational Progress 
The data on the Sequential Test for Educational Progress for Group 
X, resulted In the following measurement: A mean of 25&.60, a median of 
21*3.00, a standard deviation of 8.1*0, a standard error of 1.68. 
For Group T the mean vas 235.3H, a median of 232.18, a standard 
deviation of 6.80, a standard error of 1.38. 
The tfo groups showed a mean differences of 33.1*3* in favor of 
Group X, with a standard deviation difference of 1.60 in favor of 
Group X. 
Findings 
"r" for the Intelligence Quotients and The American Home Sea3e 
showed the correlation between intelligence and Home Status the "r" 
was .26, with a standard error of Mr" of .13, which was not signi¬ 
ficant for Grotqp X. 
Nrn for Intelligence Quotients and The American Home Scale showed 
the correlation between intelligence and Home Status the "rM was .01*, 
with a standard error of nrN of .11* which was not significant for Group 
X. 
nrN for the Mathematics Achievement and the Sequential Test 
for Educational Progress showed the correlation between Mathematics 
Achievement and Sequential Test for Educational Progress the HrN 
was .03, with a standard error of "r” of which was not significant for 
Group X. 
Nrn for the Mathematics Achievement and the Sequential Test for 
Educational Progress showed the correlation between Mathematics 
6 9 
Achievement and Sequential Test for Educational Progress the wrM vas 
.66, with a standard error of nr" of .13. 
nr" for the Intelligence Quotient and Reading Achievement showed 
the correlation between the intelligence quotient and Reading Achieve¬ 
ment the ”rn was .02, with a standard error of "r" of .11 which was 
not significant for Group X. 
»rn for the Intelligence Quotient and Reading Achievement showed 
the correlation between Intelligence Quotient and reading the *rn 
was *02, with a standard error of ttrtt of .11, which was not significant 
for Group T. 
“r" for the Intelligence Quotient and English Achievement showed 
the correlation between the intelligence quotient and Reading Achieve¬ 
ment the ttr" was .07, with a s tandard error of Brn .lb which w as not 
significant for Group X. 
*rn for the Intelligence Quotient and Reading Achievement showed 
the correlation between Intelligence Quotient and Reading Achievement 
the "r* was .3b* with a standard error of nrn of .13 which was rot 
significant for Group Y. 
BrB for the Home Statuts and Reading Achievement showed that the 
correlation between the Home Status and Reading Achievement the Nrn 
was -.82, with a standard error of .Ob, which was a negative sig¬ 
nificant relationship for Group X. 
”r” for Home Status and Reading Achievement showed the correlation 
between the Home Status and Reading Achievement the "r" was -.52, with 
a standard error of HrH .10, which was a negative significant relation- 
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ship for Group Y. 
"r* for the Home Status and English Achievement showed the cor¬ 
relation between the Home Status and English Achievement the nrfl 
was -.12 with a standard error of "r" of .Hi, which was not significant 
for Group X. 
"rn for the Home Status and English Achievement showed the cor¬ 
relation between the Home Status and English Achievement the "r" 
was n28, with a standard error of wr" of .13, which was not signifi¬ 
cant. 
"r” for the Home Status and Mathematics Achievement showed the 
correlation between the Home Status and Mathematics Achievement the 
Mr" was -.30, with a standard error of ttrB of .13, which was not 
significant for Group X. 
"rn for the Horae Status and Mathematics Achievement showed the 
correlation between the Horae Statua and Mathematics the "rM was -.80, 
with a standard error of *r" of .05 which was not significant for 
Group Y. 
nrtt for the Intelligence Quotient and Mathematics Achievement 
showed the correlation between the Intelligence Quotients and 
Mathematics Achievement the "r” was .05, with a standard error of "r" 
of .Hi, which was not significant for Group X. 
Hr" for the Intelligence Quotient and Mathematics Achievement 
showed the correlation between the Intelligence Quotient and Mathematics 
Achievement the nrn was .28, with a standard error of "r" of .13, 
which was not significant for Group Y. 
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Suwnary of find Inga.—-The findings of this study appear to warrant 
the summarised findings as listed. 
Significant Correlations1 
1. Between the Intelligence Quotients and the Achievement for 
Group X, was not significant in terms of the criteria 
three time the "r*. 
2. Between the Intelligence Quotients and the Achievement for 
Group Y, was not significant in terms of the criteria three 
times the Mr." 
3. Between the Home Status and Achievement for Group X, was 
significant in terms of the criteria of a standard error 
three times the nr." 
U. Between the Home Status and Achievement for Group T, was 
significant in terms of the criteria of a standard error 
three times the Hr.tt 
$. Between the Mathematics Achievement and the Sequential 
Test for Educational Progress (Mathematics) for Group X 
was not significant in terms of the criteria three times 
the "r." 
6. Between the Mathematics Achievement and the Sequential 
Test for Educational Progress (Mathematics) for Group I, 
was not significant in terns of the criteria three times 
the "r." 
7. Between the Intelligence Quotients and Home Status for 
Group X, was not significant in terms of the criteria 
three times the "r." 
8. Between the Intelligence Quotients and Home Status for 
Group Y, was not significant in terms of the criteria 
three times the "r.* 
Conclusions.-—The analysis and interpretation of the data in 
this study would appear to warrant the conclusions which follow* 
 Ï  
Lester Guest, Beginning Statistics (New York* Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 19!>8. 
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1. The date would appear to warrant the conclusion of the 
tenth grade students at the Dennis Fulton High School 
were low in their intelligence quotients. 
2. The students were equally below the norms on the 
achievement tests. 
3. The students were found to be from appronimately the same 
type of homes - all lower socio-economic. 
U. The data would appear to warrant the conclusion that the 
attendance has little effect on achievement. 
5. The findings would appear to warrant the assumption that 
the Home Status and Achievement of students are sig¬ 
nificantly related factors. 
Implication.— 
1. There is little value of grouping students on the 
teacherb decisions. 
2. The results found in this study were not significant 
enough to warrant a separate of students on such a 
criteria. 
3. The success with which this study has bean carried to 
completion is a good illustration that better organisation 
of our schools are needed. 
U. The use of more meaningful experience may serve as 
successful aid, to the learning process. 
Recoramendablons.—As corailary derived from the findings, con¬ 
clusions, and implications of the study the recommendation to follow 
are made. It is recommended that* 
1. The search for newer and better ways to teach be 
continued in order to ferret out the demonstrable 
effectiveness of each of various methods of instruction 
in our schools. 
2. It is further recommended that textbooks be changed 
more frequently from the old to newer ones. 
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